The Paulding County Carnegie Library is being transformed into the magical land of Oz. On October 4th, the Children’s Room will be closed all day on the 4th as it is magically transformed into the Land of Oz. The children may enter the library at 6:00 p.m. to “follow the yellow brick road” to fun and adventure.

Join Dorothy, the Scarecrow and all your other Oz favorites into a wonderful and enchanting land. The first 200 children and their families will be invited to enter the library through the front doors and be transported into a wonderful and enchanted land. The first 200 children will receive a special surprise. Join all your favorites, Cowardly Lion, Tin Man, Scarecrow, Dorothy, Glinda and even the Wicked Witch of the West as they visit with you along the yellow brick road. Refreshments and crafts will be offered on the main floor. There is no charge for this Library Centennial Celebration Event. See you on the 4th! And, we hope you like the color green. Call 419-399-2032 for more information.

The Poison Prevention Week Council announced the winners of the 2013 National Poison Prevention Week poster contest. National Poison Prevention Week, held the third week in March each year, is an annual public health campaign that takes place each March. The purpose of this awareness week is to draw attention to the dangers of poisonings and to provide prevention strategies. March is Poison Prevention Awareness Week, held the third week in March each year. In 2013, the Library Centennial Celebration was the focus of this year’s event.

Regency Park will host the Woodburn Fall Festival on October 22nd, a free event for the whole family.

**4th Annual Oakwood Community Walk for Diabetes**

Pictured here (L-R) are Sally Armstrong holding Avery Stahl, Jessica Noe holding her son, Landon Noe, and Sandy Seibert holding Haylee Schnipke. In the front, are Levi Snyder and Sarah Lewis. All of these children have type 1 diabetes.

The 4th annual Oakwood Community Walk for Diabetes was Saturday, September 22nd. It began and ended at the Oakwood Elementary School. A free will donation lunch and raffles were held after the walk. This year’s event was held in memory of Viola Dobbelare. With over 300 people in attendance, the event was quite a success. This event is organized by Sandy Seibert who is assisted by Sally Armstrong. Please visit www.fightdiabetes.org for more pictures and information.
**FLU VACCINE**

**ADULT & CHILD CLINICS**

**WALK-INS: (8:11:30AM & 1-3:30PM)**

**FRIDAY - OCT. 5 - Health Dept.**

**FRIDAY - OCT. 12 - Health Dept.**

**ALL WEDNESDAYS - Health Dept.**

**ALL MONDAYS - STARTING 10/22**

**Monday Nov. 5 (late til 6PM)**

**TUESDAY - OCT. 16 - Oakwood Sch. (10:00-3:00PM) Main Ent.**

**THURSDAY - OCT. 1 - Deerfield Shc. (9:30-11:00AM) Main Ent.**

**TUESDAY - OCT. 14 - Payne Elem. (9:30-11:00AM) Main Ent.**

**COST: Medicare/Medicaid (excl. Care Source) $10 ($18 & under) & $25 (19 - 64)**

(Notify desk if unable to enter clinic.)

**PAULDING CO. HEALTH DEPT.**

800 E. Perry St. Paulding, OH 43991-3992 or 1-866-399-3921 (toll free)

**Funeral Home**

Antwerp 419-258-5684
Payne 419-263-0000
St. Mary's 419-758-7331
Antwerp 419-258-5684
Paulding 419-935-5684

**For a Life Worth Celebrating**

**FUNERAL HOMES**

Antwerp 419-258-5684
Payne 419-263-0000
www.dooleyfuneralhome.com

**Hospice Dinner/Auction: November 3 at Church of Nazarene**

**Community Health Professionals of Paulding will host its annual Hospice and Resource Banquet and Hope on Saturday, November 3 at a new location this year – The Paulding Church of the Nazarene, 210 Dooley Dr. The dinner begins at 6:00 p.m. followed by a presentation of a light house in memory of our hospice patients cared for by hospice in the past year. Live and silent auctions will begin at 7:00 p.m. and include a variety of donated items. Proceeds from the event benefit the visiting nurses and hospice patients and will provide more information, Melisa Hall, RN at 419-399-4708.**

**In Memoriam**

Time goes on and so does our love for both. We miss you very much.

—Psalms 118:24

**October**

**Mammogram Special**

$9 cash price!

‡‡‡Must be age 35 or older.‡‡‡

Screening mammograms only.

‡‡‡No physician order required for cash price.‡‡‡

‡‡‡Certified Soft mammogram‡‡‡ provider with this logo.

‡‡‡Imagica® Computer Aided Detection.

‡‡‡Participant in "A Woman First" program, providing screenings for uninsured and under-insured women. Call us for more information.

All women who have a mammogram in October will be entered to win a Vera Bradley Purse & Wallet! Call today for your appointment 419-542-5581

**PH: 419-258-2000 • 260-246-8843 • info@westbendnews.net**
ACPL MOBILE APP FOR ANDROID PHONES

The ACPL Mobile App is now available for Android phones and tablets. We are working on an App for iPhones, iPads and iPods. With the ACPL Mobile App, you can search the catalog, renew materials, place a hold and much more. Here are some of the great new features:

- Search the ACPL catalog – Search by title, author, subject, or by scanning the ISBN barcode of a book.
- Manage your account – Renew your materials, place and cancel holds, and view your fines.
- Library Events – Search library events and be reminded of them via status notifications.
- Locations – Easily locate branch nearest to your current location and view hours and contact information.
- Display your card barcode – Check out self-checkout machines using your phone.
- Receptions – Receive notifications about upcoming due dates, overdue items, and available holds.

Just go to http://play.google.com and type ACPL in the search box.

Carry out visits at available from 4:00 pm
2013 Memberships available
RATTLEFIRE TO BE DRAFED AT AVAILABLE
1st Prize Savage 17 HMR/Scope & Case
2nd Prize $100.00 Cash
3rd Prize $50.00 Gift Card from Dick's

VETERAN'S MEMORIAL AT SCHENKEL PARK

By: Beth Stauffer

One of the founding principles of this great nation of ours is service; selfless service to our neighbor, to our community, and to God. With this founding principle in mind, the New Haven Adams Township Parks and Recreation Department recently completed the installation of a larger, permanent Veteran’s Memorial at the entrance to Schenkell Park to honor all New Haven residents over the years who served as members of the United States Armed Services.

A small granite monument has stood at the entrance to Schenkell Park for many years that required the Grateful Recognition of Valor: In Honor and In Memory of the Sons and Daughters of the United States of America who served in the armed forces.

While this monument is nicer than what many communities have, it does not honor their veterans, in recent years the idea came about to expand the site of this memorial to honor all of New Haven’s veterans.

A few years ago, flag poles were installed to represent all the branches of the military, and persons were able to order engraved bricks to honor the service of loved ones. These bricks would then be placed in the permanent monument that now serves as an eye-catchingly beautiful entry to the park.

Currently there are 410 bricks placed in the park, according to Mike Clendenen, the New Haven Adams Township Parks and Recreation Department Manager. “There is room for plenty more bricks to be engraved. Changes have not been made to insure future brick orders will be filled in a more timely manner so that you would like to purchase a brick for the park, contact the Office of the Veteran’s Memorial.

Darrell Kindles, Com-

mander of the Navy Club 245 in New Haven, recently had the opportunity to visit the completed Veteran’s Memorial. He said, “The Parks Department did a good job with it. It is a good location for it. This is great!” A real honor for the veteran’s, with Supervisor Clendenen added, “It has been an honor to partner with the American Legion Post 245, the Navy Club Post 245 and the VFW Post 2457 on this project.”

For a man who gave 22 years of his life in service to our country in the Navy and the Marines, there is little doubt that this Veteran’s Memorial is something he would be proud of. Kindles, “It is another fitting tribute to all the other New Haven veterans and women, both men and women, from New Haven. The next time you are traveling down Broadway or through downtown New Haven, be sure to look towards Schenkell Park for a reminder of the history of New Haven’s veterans.”

www.newhavenbulletin.com

Knock'em Park to admire the n e l k e r  P a r k  t o  a d m i r e  t h e
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October 6, 2012
9:30 – 11:30 a.m.
Pine Branch Library

October 11
9:30 – 11:30 a.m.
First Christian Church, Paulding

Community Health Professionals
2500 Dooley Dr, Ste A, Paulding • 419-399-4708
The Paulding County 10-Pin Club will meet on October 3, 2012 at the Paulding Senior Center. Lunch will be served at 11:00 a.m., then the meeting will follow at Noon. For reservations for the luncheon call the Senior Center. Guest speaker Rep. Lynn Wachtman and District 96 will give a report on the pension reform.

The Paulding County 10-Pin Club will meet on October 3, 2012 at the Paulding Senior Center. Lunch will be served at 11:00 a.m., then the meeting will follow at Noon. For reservations for the luncheon call the Senior Center. Guest speaker Rep. Lynn Wachtman and District 96 will give a report on the pension reform.

CAIN,
I read Terry Jo Lightfoot's September 25th letter in response to my letter concerning the tax burden of bonds issued for the EACS School District. I am not sure where she gets her information, but if there is a suggestion of a cessation of New Haven or Leo to be sued from EACS, in other words, the Board got what it wanted. Now we are stuck with it with no way out at this time. And, why are your sources? Perhaps they should revisit the issue.

—Marcia Geller

NEW LOCATION IN NEW HAVEN

DeHayes Group
22133 Main St. • Woodburn, IN 46797
(419) 542-8450
www.marthameyer.com

No way out at this time. Board got what it wanted. Now we are stuck with it with no way out at this time.
Little Harvest Preschoolers enjoyed a visit from the Scott Firefighters this week. They learned about fire safety, sat in the fire truck, and even toured an ambulance. Joy Klepfenstein, Kevin Tarlton, and Scott Taylor donated their time to share with the group.

VILLAGE OF ANTWEP COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES FOR 9/17/12

The minutes from the regular meeting of the council of the Village of Antwerp were called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Mayor Tom VanVlerah.

The regular meeting of the Village of Antwerp was called to order at 5:30 p.m. by Mayor Tom VanVlerah.


Motion made by Reinhart, seconded by Kon to review minutes from September 11, 2012, were approved.

Mayor VanVlerah reported collection of $580.00 for mayor's court with no further business.

The minutes from the regular council meeting held September 11, 2012, were approved.

The regular meeting of the Village of Antwerp was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Mayor Tom VanVlerah.

The council members present: Reinhart, Brown, Ryan, Barry, Kon, Reinhart, Dave, Dess, Richey, and council President Jan Reeb. Also in attendance: Solicitor Malcolm, Councilwoman Karen Lee and council President Jan Reeb.

Motion made by Reinhart, seconded by Kon to accept the minutes from the August 21, 2012, council meeting. Motion carried.

The minutes from the special council meeting held September 13, 2012, were approved.

Motion made by Reinhart, seconded by Kon to accept the minutes from September 10, 2012, special council meeting on generator options. Motion carried and approved.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:

FIRE DEPARTMENT:

The fire department will be cooking hot dogs and hamburgers while the Woodburn Community Association will be serving fries, shakes, and snacks and caramel apples. Join in the cake walk to get your free cake and take home the evening. The local Lion’s Club will have their famous donuts.

Robbie Rush will have the kids entertained until 7:30 p.m. Fireworks will start after the “Best Apple Pies” in Woodburn.

ODNR PREPARES FOR THE SWIFTLY APPROACHING OHIO WATERFOWL SEASONS

Ohio hunters are expected to have good opportunities to harvest some of the most popular species of waterfowl, based on the findings of a recent waterfowl flight and habitat survey. A pre-construction meeting was held at town hall for the Cleveland/Washington Township Reservoir replacement project. The project will wrap up by the end of the year.

The successful Ohio duck hunting season again this year. The daily bag limit for all six, which may not include more than four mallards (no more than two of which may be blue-phase mallards), three wood ducks, black duck, redheads, four scoters, one canvasback, two pintails and one mottled duck. The daily bag limit for all waterfowl this season again this year.

The Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) released a bag limit for mergansers is 90 coots is 15.

The bag limit for mergansers is 10,000, two pintails and one mottled duck. The daily bag limit for all waterfowl this season again this year.
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By: Stan Jordan

Dan and I went back to our room to wait out the hours till we were to leave on a trip to Vermont. Dan said, “Let me tell you a little bit about the man you call Fat Belly.”

He is Norman Gegenheim. He is one of the biggest aeronautical engineers of New York City. His folks wanted him to join in with the other business, but he wanted to be a flyer, and he went to West Point and took up aviation and aeronautical engineering. He became a very good pilot in the years and years it took to become one of Billy Mitchell’s good men.

When Billy Mitchell wanted the big engineers in Washington D.C. to be more interested in airplanes, he wound up being court marshalled by the big brass down there. They wouldn’t listen to him; they wanted to stay at the status quo.

Well, being Norm was a very good pilot and aeronautical engineer. By the time he finished in the Netherlands and the Baltic Sea. The weather man said it would be cloudy, rainy, and cold for the next four or five days, all over Europe maybe even longer.

That next morning our group met at about 8:30 to go out in an old C-47 airplane and took a lot of us to Paris for R&R. From there we went to London, to Darby, But Minuteman, Momma, and all the rest of the regulars flying a Bearcat and all of them would be service men. We were all certainly grateful for the show and I understand they played a couple of hours, every day.

To all of these fellows it was the highlight of the trip. Well, we went on to Aachen to our airstrip just before dark on Tuesday afternoon.

By: Stan Jordan

That big hotel in downtown Paris that was one whole city block. It had a large auditorium and a large basketball court inside. Now Glenn Miller, a dance band conductor, had been killed in an airplane accident over the English Channel. He was a young man, an old reporter said, “was gone forever.”

The News that Callie Riverson and a native was putting more logs on a good size fire. There was a large kettle or caldron hanging over the fire. There was a stir board, something like a large colander or the boiling water.

A big chief, with a broad nose, and mouth in one ear and many beads around his neck, and around his shoulder and around his back. The fire was ready. He had a box under his arm, about like a Kellogg’s Corn Flakes box.

The man said, “Yes, the water is ready. What do you have?”

The chief replied, “Instant noodles.”

See ya!

SANDERS, INDIA

AMERICAN MUFFIN RACK: FROM THE AGENCY TO THE FORD

By: Stan Jordan

As the wagon came up to the gate the guard called out, “Who goes through?”

“Open the gate, Charlie, we have to get to the infirmary in a hurry.”

The help arrived at the infirmary after the same plane the dog did. They got Callie down carefully. They thought she was the patient.

The patient did not appear to be hurt, she was covered up with straw in the wagon. There she was a sick old lady with a big white coat and said, “I’m your doctor, I’m not sure but I don’t think he has a concussion. I think he took a hard blow to the head, I’m not sure about his numbers are good. The claws of the bear did not go very deep but a lot of trauma, I think he might have quite and warm for as long as it takes, for him to come around. You might have to take a look at him.” Then he said, “Callie, have you picked up a name for the baby yet?”

He asked, “Callie, have you picked up a name for the baby yet? How about going to be twins?”

He said, “It sure looks like it, and I delivered a lot of babies in my time and I can feel I can feel two bodies in there, twins in any wagon in your family.”

“Callie,” he asked, “you are a twin?”

“Little woman, I like that we should plan on two babies and now being there.”

I think all of the stress that you have gone through might have moved your due date up a little.”

Then he took off his white coat and said, “I’m going down to the Post Exchange to get a stiff drink. We will be going over the North Sea, the weather man said there was a storm over the next seven or eight days. The weather man said there was a moment of stress that you have gone through might have moved your due date up a little.”

One old lady said, “I knew she was going to have twins. I saw her get down off the wagon.”

And I don’t know about because the woman was still had her buffalo robe on when she got off the wagon. But the old lady was very admant that she already new that. That was one of the wonders of that morning, she had been all right and she was on her way back to the hospital for a few days.

The news that Callie Riverson and twins right here at the Post hospital, spread around like wildfire through the ladies of the hospital. Several were interested and talking about what baby clothes they could buy in the camp store.

One old lady said, “I knew she was going to have twins. I saw her get down off the wagon.”

And I don’t know about because the woman was still had her buffalo robe on when she got off the wagon. But the old lady was very admant that she already new that. That was one of the wonders of that morning, she had been all right and she was on her way back to the hospital for a few days.

They tell me that I moved a little on Thursday. You didn’t thread around in the bed. I moaned a lot of times and I understand they played a few rounds.

I have delivered a lot of babies in my time and I can feel I can feel two bodies in there, twins in any wagon in your family.”

One old lady said, “I knew she was going to have twins. I saw her get down off the wagon.”
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I have delivered a lot of babies in my time and I can feel I can feel two bodies in there, twins in any wagon in your family.”

One old lady said, “I knew she was going to have twins. I saw her get down off the wagon.”

I don’t know about because the woman was still had her buffalo robe on when she got off the wagon. But the old lady was very admant that she already new that. That was one of the wonders of that morning, she had been all right and she was on her way back to the hospital for a few days.

They tell me that I moved a little on Thursday. You didn’t thread around in the bed. I moaned a lot of times and I understand they played a few rounds.

I have delivered a lot of babies in my time and I can feel I can feel two bodies in there, twins in any wagon in your family.”

One old lady said, “I knew she was going to have twins. I saw her get down off the wagon.”

I don’t know about because the woman was still had her buffalo robe on when she got off the wagon. But the old lady was very admant that she already new that. That was one of the wonders of that morning, she had been all right and she was on her way back to the hospital for a few days.

They tell me that I moved a little on Thursday. You didn’t thread around in the bed. I moaned a lot of times and I understand they played a few rounds.
Dear Friends of the Paulding Exempted Village Schools,

The start of the school year has been very busy with many activities being held in each of the schools. This month we have had a number of events attended one of the extracurricular events this fall. Did you know that residents of our school district can get free assistance with the new Ohio voter ID law? This is one of the many ways we are working to keep our school system strong.

If you have not received a phone call, stop by in the Administration Building on Monday mornings from 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. to see what we can do for you. Your phone number is 419-399-3160 or 419-594-3309.

The Honeywell Instant Alert System is a great way to let the community know about school events and weather delays. You can make changes to your account through the Honeywell website at: https://instantalert.honeywell.com or click on the Instant Alert Login link under the Parent Links tab. You may also add or delete phone numbers, requires you to file a report. Our district employees enjoy knowing that they will have this alert system in place through our Race to the Top Grant. Check out our website for updates on our progress.

The week of September 12-16 was Safe Schools Week. This year’s theme is “I see the driver. The driver sees me”. Thanks to everyone that works with the children to make sure they know the final profit total. I will put that out in a few weeks.

Our annual fund raiser has ended and I do not yet have the final profit total. I will put that out in a few weeks.

THANK everyone for all of their efforts in getting the results of the drills. We had an excellent start to the 2012-13 school year. We do not always find places where we can make improvements, but when we do, it is very rewarding for the students and staff.

We as parents remember how much hard work it takes to get our children where they need to be. We all want to see our children succeed at their own level. We know that each child continually has difficulty completing assignments. We know the final profit total. I will put that out in a few weeks.
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Recker, Edward Jones

PH: 419-258-2000 • 260-246-8843 • www.westbendnews.net
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It is time for our Annual Car Truck and Tractor Show

Ladies and Gentlemen! Boys and Girls!!

is it for our Annual Car Truck and Tractor Show and Crane Town Chili Supper

DATE: October 13th, 2012

TIME: Registration starts at 3 pm Show & Supper 4 p.m.

WHERE: Cecil Fire House

WHY: Annual Fundraiser for Fire Department and Village Park

50/50 Drawings • Silent Auction • Simulation Fire •

Free Entry Fee $10.00 - Trophies Awarded!!!

Silent Auction - Raffles - Great Food - Great Fellowship

Contact Chad Buchholz for more information 419-399-3767

No Alcoholic Beverages on Village Property. Not responsible for personal injury, loss or damage to vehicles or property.

Please Note: This event is a family friendly event. No alcohol or tobacco are allowed.

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) reminds Hoosiers that all signs are prohibited from Federal-aid highways and state roads, as per Indiana Code 9-21-4-6. INDOT personnel are empowered by state law to remove unauthorized signs, including real estate, advertising and political signage, within the state right-of-way. The right-of-way areas that must remain “sign-free” for the safety of the motoring public include:

• all interstates and their interchanges
• all intersections where at least one local, state or federal road intersects with a state or federal highway,
• all rights-of-way parallel to federal or state highways (the right-of-way extends to the back of the ditch, to the fence line or up to utility poles),
• INDOT crews will not pull signs placed behind the ditch line or beyond the public utility poles.
• Signs that have been removed will be saved at the nearest INDOT Subdistrict office.
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ENCROACHING SIGNS PROHIBITED FROM STATE RIGHT-OF-WAY

The New Haven Chamber of Commerce Ambassadors worked with the New Haven Mayor’s Office of Community and Economic Development to promote the New Haven Business Appreciation Week and recognize the many contribu-
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Bulldog junior Amber Collins dribbling toward the goal.

and stats were not available at press time. Shown above is the first goal and looked strong the entire game. Final score from Auburn on Thursday, September 20. New Haven scored New Haven girls soccer took on Lakewood Park Christian.
GRANDPARENTS’ DAY AT CENTRAL LUTHERAN

Grace Guenthner with her grandparents.

By: Beth Stauffer

On Friday, September 28, 2012, Central Lutheran School in New Haven hosted the first of two annual Grandparent’s Day events. This first very well attended Grandparent’s Day event was for children in Kindergarten – 3rd grade from 12:00-2:30 p.m. Grandparents were welcomed by Principal Kevin Creutz in the gymnasium, then encouraged to spend time in their grandchild’s classroom before attending a Chapel service at Emmanuel Lutheran Church together.

Principal Creutz said in the school’s weekly newsletter about Grandparent’s Day, “Our Grandparents are a precious gift from God and play a vital role in passing down the traditions, values, history, customs and stories of our families. Most importantly, they have an opportunity to tell at least two generations of the ‘glorious deeds of the Lord.’ Thank you grandparents for visiting with us today and thank you for the role you play in passing the faith on to our children.”

In the classrooms, grandparents were able to help with planned activities and participate in their CLS student’s learning. In Miss James’ Kindergarten class, grandparents helped create a cute scarecrow with their grandchild, while in Mrs. White’s 1st grade class grandparents thoroughly enjoyed watching a video presentation made by the class explaining what they love about their grandparents. In Mrs. Potter’s 2nd grade class, grandparents enjoyed a tour of the classroom given by their grandchildren, while in Mr. Aumick’s 3rd grade class, the grandparents were treated to a demonstration about how the whiteboards are used to promote learning in the classroom.

At the Chapel Service, an offering was collected to support Central Lutheran’s endeavors to share the Gospel with children around the world through Operation Christmas Child. Last year, the school sent 426 boxes overseas and the Chapel offering from the 2011 Grandparent’s Day covered the cost of 127 of those boxes. In the spring of 2013, a second Grandparent’s Day will be held for the students in grades 4-8.

www.newhavenbulletin.com

JUNIOR HIGH LOCK-IN PLANNED AT THE ARCH

The Arch, the recently designated nickname of the Antwerp Community Youth Center, will be hosting its first Junior High Lock-in on Octo-bers 26-27. Permission forms will be available at the door for parents to sign. Drop off is at 8:00 p.m. and pick up is 7:00 a.m. The night will be filled with pizza, games, mixes, game tournaments, devotion time and movies.

By: Jeff Abbott

This year’s high school ACAC volleyball tournament is at Heritage High School.

Tuesday, October 2, 6:00 p.m. – Woodlan vs Heritage (high school gym); 6:00 p.m. – Garrett vs Bluffton (junior high gym); 7:15 p.m. – Adams Central vs Southern Wells (high school gym); 7:15 p.m. – Leo vs South Adams (junior high gym)

Thursday, October 4, 6:00 p.m. – Semi-finals; 7:15 p.m. – Championship Match

Antwerp Community Youth Center, will be hosting its first Junior High Lock-in on October 26-27. Permission forms will be available at the door for parents to sign. Drop off is at 8:00 p.m. and pick up is 7:00 a.m. The night will be filled with pizza, games, mixes, game tournaments, devotion time and movies.

ACAC VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

106 E HIGH ST
HICKSVILLE, OH 43526
(419) 542-6260

*** Free kid’s meal with the purchase of an adult entree. Free kids meal only available to kids 10 and under. Offer valid at Brickhaus Sports Grill, 106 E High St, Hicksville, OH, 43526. Purchase of at least one adult entree required. Limit one kids meal for each adult entree ordered. Multiple redemptions per table are allowed. Not valid with any other discounts or special offers. Excludes tax and gratuity. Offer valid Tuesdays and Wednesdays only.

KIDS EAT FREE
EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY with the purchase of an entree

106 E HIGH ST
HICKSVILLE, OH 43526
(419) 542-6260

*** Free kid’s meal with the purchase of an adult entree. Free kids meal only available to kids 10 and under. Offer valid at Brickhaus Sports Grill, 106 E High St, Hicksville, OH, 43526. Purchase of at least one adult entree required. Limit one kids meal for each adult entree ordered. Multiple redemptions per table are allowed. Not valid with any other discounts or special offers. Excludes tax and gratuity. Offer valid Tuesdays and Wednesdays only.

10/3 – Grilled chicken or Walking taco, navy beans, strawberries, milk, PLUS: Salad bar
10/4 – Hot dog or Ham & cheese on bun, green beans, applesauce, milk, PLUS: Salad bar
10/5 – Pepperoni pizza or Ham sandwich, orANGE, milk, PLUS: Salad bar
10/8 – Chicken nuggets or Spicy chicken on bun, french fries, baked chips w/salsa, pineapple, milk; PLUS: Salad bar
10/9 – Cheeseburger on bun or Corn dog, black eyed peas, mixed fruit, milk; PLUS: Salad bar

Learn more at PauldingCountyHospital.com

My hospital helps me recover close to home.

“It’s nice and easy for follow-up appointments. You don’t have to travel to Fort Wayne, Toledo or Lima.”

– Susan, physical therapy patient

Sometimes you’re not quite ready to go home after a hospital procedure. It’s why we offer our “Swing Bed” Program. You can recover from a surgery like knee replacement at Paulding County Hospital and receive expert medical care from professionals who make the transition from hospital to home as smooth as possible.

Learn more at PauldingCountyHospital.com

My hospital helps me recover close to home.

“it’s nice and easy for follow-up appointments. you don’t have to travel to fort wayne, toledo or lima.”

– susan, physical therapy patient

Sometimes you’re not quite ready to go home after a hospital procedure. It’s why we offer our “swing bed” program. You can recover from a surgery like knee replacement at Paulding county hospital and receive expert medical care from professionals who make the transition from hospital to home as smooth as possible.

Learn more at PauldingCountyHospital.com
On Tuesday, November 6th, 
VOTE SUZANNE S. RISTER FOR 
PAULDING COUNTY COURT
Mr. and Mrs. Max Zuber recently celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary.

Max Zuber and Marilyn Hemrick were united in marriage on September 30, 1972 at St. John Lutheran Church, Hicksville, OH by Rev. E. Maynard Powell. They are the parents of three daughters: Jessica (Kevin) Fulk of Antwerp, Amy (Rich) Waters of Paulding, and Andrea (John) Schafer of Ottawa. They also have two grandchildren: Brett and Brenna Fulk. They celebrated with a trip in July to New Mexico and Texas, and a family dinner.

**Zachrich Fur Buying**

Jim Zachrich of Zachrich Fur Buying located at 17768 CR 424, Defiance, OH, is pleased to announce that he has expanded his services by helping trappers and hunters in receiving the most profit possible from their pelts. The only way for trappers to maximize their profits on pelts is to sell direct or send to auction. This requires the pelts to be fully prepared, stretched, dried, and to meet the proper market requirements. If trappers want auction house prices they have to sell to the auction houses.

Years of experience marketing and handling wild fur through these auctions has taught Zachrich that allowing trappers a means to be able to not only stay out on their trap lines longer but to maximize on possible profit potential. Services will include assistance in the full pelt form from carcass to finished goods. Fee free to contact him for any questions or needs you may have concerning our up-coming fur season.

**UP 24 ASPHALT RESURFACING FACING**

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) announced that US 24 asphalt resurfacing beginning at Manor Woods Parkway and I-69 were scheduled to begin on Monday, October 1. Drivers can expect nighttime lane closures, with upright barrels directing traffic as needed while the work is in progress. Motorists should be aware of merging construction traffic and shoulder work.

Paving was awarded the contract based on the low bid of $537,000. The project is scheduled for completion by early November.

INDOT reminds drivers to be cautious and consider worker safety when driving through a construction zone. For the latest news and project information about INDOT, visit www.in.gov/indot. You can find traffic restrictions and information at www.traf

**ARCHERS WIN A HARD Fought Game**


Individual Archer stats:

- Alexis Jones – 14 kills, 3 digs, 21 aces
- Kate Bissell – 5 kills, 11 digs, 2 aces
- Lydia Zuber – 16 kills, 6 digs, 2 aces
- Gabby Zuber – 6 kills, 3 aces, 2 blocks
- Tara Richart – 4 kills, 3 blocks
- Taylor Sawyer – 2 aces, 3 digs
- Kacy Brummet – 7 digs
- Avery Rubsten – 4-8-9-4
- Antwerp JV lost in three.

Antwerp Freshmen lost in three.

---

**Evans Custom Mowing**

Over 30 Yr. Experience

Field • CRP Ground

Vacant Lots - Commercial Properties

419-542-7429
Cell 419-487-0943

---

**Antwerp Community Band**

Celebrating Twenty Years Together

Sunday, October 7 | 7:30 p.m.

As part of our celebration of the Antwerp Community Band’s twentieth year of making music together, we will present a concert on Sunday, October 7, 2012, at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium at Antwerp Local School. Part of the program “Sousa’s “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” the theme music from Fort Wayne’s Tchaikovsky’s “Andante Cantabile,”

- You’re Invited, so please join us at 7:30 p.m. in the Antwerp Auditorium at Antwerp Local School. Part of the program “Sousa’s “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” the theme music from Fort Wayne’s Tchaikovsky’s “Andante Cantabile,”

- The “Girl from Ipanema” and the fiery Latin “Malaguena”

- Mr. & Mrs. Zuber celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary.

- Max and Marilyn Hemrick were married on September 30, 1972 at St. John Lutheran Church, Hicksville, OH by Rev. E. Maynard Powell.

- They are the parents of three daughters: Jessica (Kevin) Fulk, Amy (Rich) Waters of Paulding, and Andrea (John) Schafer of Ottawa. They also have two grandchildren: Brett and Brenna Fulk. They celebrated with a trip to New Mexico and Texas.

- Zachrich Fur Buying located at 17768 CR 424, Defiance, OH, has expanded his services to help trappers and hunters maximize their profits.

- The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) announced that US 24 asphalt resurfacing began on October 1.

- Drivers can expect nighttime lane closures, with upright barrels directing traffic as needed while the work is in progress.


- Individual Archer stats:
  - Alexis Jones – 14 kills, 3 digs, 21 aces
  - Kate Bissell – 5 kills, 11 digs, 2 aces
  - Lydia Zuber – 16 kills, 6 digs, 2 aces
  - Gabby Zuber – 6 kills, 3 aces, 2 blocks
  - Tara Richart – 4 kills, 3 blocks
  - Taylor Sawyer – 2 aces, 3 digs
  - Kacy Brummet – 7 digs
  - Avery Rubsten – 4-8-9-4
  - Antwerp JV lost in three.

- Antwerp Freshmen lost in three.

---

**TRAPPERS ARE YOU WANTING MORE FOR YOUR SELTS?**

- Live Cages • Stretchers • Traps • Dye & Wax
- Lure • Urines • Paste • Snares • Equipment

CUSTOMIZED FUR HANDLING AVAILABLE

- Zachrich Fur Buying
  - 17768 CR 424 • Defiance, OH
  - 419-789-6620
By: Jeff Abbott

A plywood case (€2), daughter of Jill and Spence Pier. Ayrika played volleyball for 4 seasons, also played softball. She is a student of the student council, the National Honor Society, and the service club. Hannah attends Woodburn Muscogee Career Technical Center and is a student of the school's basketball and softball. She is a student of the student council, the National Honor Society, and the service club. Hannah plans to attend school full-time for elementary education in college.

Hannah Robbins (€9), daughter of Debra and Tommy Bowles. Rachael played 3 seasons for Woodland and 4 seasons for Woodland. She is a member of the student council, the National Honor Society, and the service club. Hannah plans to attend school full-time for elementary education in college.

Hannah Robbins (€9), daughter of Debra and Tommy Bowles. Rachael played 3 seasons for Woodland and 4 seasons for Woodland. She is a member of the student council, the National Honor Society, and the service club. Hannah plans to attend school full-time for elementary education in college.

Jaryn Mallaff (€11), daughter of Debra and Tommy Bowles. Jaryn Mallaff played volleyball for 4 seasons for Woodland and will play her fourth season of basketball for the Warriors. She plans to attend school full-time for elementary education in college.

LADY WARRIORS WHIP PAST RAILROADERS

The trip to Southern Wells is a must-see for the Warriors needed to defeat the Lady Raiders in girls’ volleyball. The women will make a trip to Southern Wells in straight games 25-10, 25-8, and 25-15. The Warriors and Southern Wells have played a match each season, and Southern Wells has won each game. The Warriors’ record has improved, and the offense has been more consistent. The team is averaging 18 points per game.

Score: 25-10, 25-8, 25-6

WOODLAN CLASSIC GIRLS SOCCER SECTIONAL

By: Jeff Abbott

The HHSAA Class A girls sectional soccer will be held at South Adams this year.

Monday, October 1, 5:00 p.m. – Canterbury vs Heritage

Tuesday, October 2, 5:00 p.m. – South Adams vs Concord

Wednesday, October 3, 5:00 p.m. – Bishop Luers vs Blackhawk Christian

WOODLAN VOLLEYBALL SENIOR RECOGNITION

By: Jeff Abbott

Ayrika played volleyball for 4 seasons, also played softball. She is a member of the student council and the National Honor Society. Ayrika plans to attend school full-time for elementary education in college.

LADY WARRIORS WHIP PAST RAILROADERS

The trip to Southern Wells is a must-see for the Warriors needed to defeat the Lady Raiders in girls’ volleyball. The women will make a trip to Southern Wells in straight games 25-10, 25-8, and 25-15. The Warriors and Southern Wells have played a match each season, and Southern Wells has won each game. The Warriors’ record has improved, and the offense has been more consistent. The team is averaging 18 points per game.

Score: 25-10, 25-8, 25-6

WOODLAN CLASSIC GIRLS SOCCER SECTIONAL

By: Jeff Abbott

The HHSAA Class A girls sectional soccer will be held at South Adams this year.

Monday, October 1, 5:00 p.m. – Canterbury vs Heritage

Tuesday, October 2, 5:00 p.m. – South Adams vs Concord

Wednesday, October 3, 5:00 p.m. – Bishop Luers vs Blackhawk Christian

Thursday, October 4, 5:00 p.m. – Eastbrook vs Woodland

Semifinals – Saturday, October 6, 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m.

Championship Game – Saturday, October 6, 5:00 p.m.

WOODLAN LOSES IN TIGHT GAME

By: Jeff Abbott

Woodland ran the ball effectively against the Garrett defense with Jylent Bennett gobbling up 232 rushing yards and scoring two touchdowns. But on a wet Friday night, the ball came loose at the wrong time for Woodland and the Railroaders in a 30-26 game on an ACAC field. The Woodland offense recovered a fumble with the Railroaders threatening to score a touchdown late in the fourth period.

With the ball at their yard line late in the fourth quarter, the ball went to Bennett to try and get some breathing room from the defense. Bennett took the ball through the line and looked to be heading for a gain when a garlic scaggin’ was thrown at Bennett, effectively driving him back just short of the goal line and breaking the ball loose and the Railroaders recovered the fumble to preserve the lead and get the win. Garrett’s only touchdown came on a 10-yard fumble recovery from Coleman Spencer in the fourth quarter. Brandon Porter ran for 157 yards and 2 TDs for Garrett.

Score by the quarter: Woodland – 7 10 16 26; Garrett – 7 7 13 26

JOHN PAULDING HISTORICAL MUSEUM

TICKETS - $10.00 IN ADVANCE

Available at: SAMBLY’S BODY SHOP

Located 3 Miles South of Antwerp on the corner of SR 49 and 111

Monday - Friday 8:00 - 5:00 or by phone at 419-258-2584

DOGS FOR SALE

Available at: SAMBLY’S BODY SHOP

Located 3 Miles South of Antwerp on the corner of SR 49 and 111

Monday - Friday 8:00 - 5:00 or by phone at 419-258-2584

DERCK’S LANDSCAPING SERVICES

15193 Rd. 45
Antwerp, Ohio 45813
419-258-2515
419-506-1902

Mulch Colors:
Red, Brown, and Gold.
NEW COLOR: BLACK
Black Dirt and Small Gravel
Everything is in Bulk
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Winter & Summer Activities

FARMERS FOR RENT
12-16 Row Strip-Till Units

For Rent

Call:

419-506-0107

FIVE-SPAN INN

Proudly presents Country Music Singer
Toddy Sayers

Every Friday Night
10 pm - 1:30 am

419-258-3333

14785 Rd 71 • Defiance, OH 43512

Contact: Dennis Becker
Cell: 419-788-0889

www.aaaauctionservice.com

Auctioneers
Appraisers
LIQUIDATORS

Enter, Farm, and Business - Real estate - Vehicles & Equipment
Antiques & collectibles - Tools - Guns - Furniture - Cars & Jewelry

Auctions on Wednesdays - Check website for listings!

$2 OFF GENERAL ADMISSION COUPON GOOD FOR ENTIRE GROUP

Cougarnet only valid Thursdays and Fridays. Not valid on Saturdays.

521 N. Jefferson St., Downtown Huntington • www.heartedhuntington.com

Roger Rettig

Auctioneer

740-333-7777

In addition to the three postulates of Euclid, the so-called parallel postulate, there is an alternative, the hyperbolic postulate, which asserts that there are exactly two parallel lines through a point not on a given line. This postulate is equivalent to the statement that the area of a triangle is proportional to the square of one of its sides. This result is known as Pappus' theorem. It was first proved by Pappus of Alexandria, a Greek mathematician who lived in the 4th century CE. Pappus' theorem is an important result in Euclidean geometry, and it is used in many proofs in the field. It is also a fundamental result in projective geometry, and it is used in the construction of projective planes. In particular, it is used in the construction of the projective plane over the field of real numbers, which is the basis for the projective geometry of Euclidean space.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as Playfair's axiom, after the 19th-century British mathematician John Playfair, who first stated it in a form that is equivalent to Euclid's parallel postulate. Playfair's axiom is: through a point not on a given line, there is exactly one parallel line to the given line. This is the form of the hyperbolic postulate that is most commonly used in modern geometry.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as the hyperboloid model, after the model of hyperbolic geometry that is based on the geometry of the hyperboloid of one sheet. In this model, the points of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the points of the hyperboloid, and the lines of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the planes that intersect the hyperboloid in a single point. The hyperboloid model is useful for visualizing the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, and it is also used in the construction of hyperbolic geometry on the surface of a sphere.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as the horosphere model, after the model of hyperbolic geometry that is based on the geometry of the horosphere. In this model, the points of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the points of the horosphere, and the lines of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the planes that intersect the horosphere in a single point. The horosphere model is useful for visualizing the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, and it is also used in the construction of hyperbolic geometry on the surface of a sphere.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as the hyperboloid model, after the model of hyperbolic geometry that is based on the geometry of the hyperboloid of one sheet. In this model, the points of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the points of the hyperboloid, and the lines of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the planes that intersect the hyperboloid in a single point. The hyperboloid model is useful for visualizing the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, and it is also used in the construction of hyperbolic geometry on the surface of a sphere.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as the horosphere model, after the model of hyperbolic geometry that is based on the geometry of the horosphere. In this model, the points of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the points of the horosphere, and the lines of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the planes that intersect the horosphere in a single point. The horosphere model is useful for visualizing the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, and it is also used in the construction of hyperbolic geometry on the surface of a sphere.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as the hyperboloid model, after the model of hyperbolic geometry that is based on the geometry of the hyperboloid of one sheet. In this model, the points of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the points of the hyperboloid, and the lines of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the planes that intersect the hyperboloid in a single point. The hyperboloid model is useful for visualizing the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, and it is also used in the construction of hyperbolic geometry on the surface of a sphere.

The hyperbolic postulate is also known as the horosphere model, after the model of hyperbolic geometry that is based on the geometry of the horosphere. In this model, the points of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the points of the horosphere, and the lines of the hyperbolic plane are represented by the planes that intersect the horosphere in a single point. The horosphere model is useful for visualizing the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, and it is also used in the construction of hyperbolic geometry on the surface of a sphere.
Jasmine Stauffer takes Samantha Sales blood pressure.

Jasmine Stauffer, a New Haven High School student, was one of the student volunteers who worked with the students about how to take healthy choices while making good choices and discussing the importance of making good choices and connecting them with different body systems. This event serves to allow students a chance to make good choices and to promote health careers, according to Jasmine.

Nearly 20 different health exhibitors from Life Choices for Life, had a very interesting display about the development of unborn babies. The exhibit featured a hands-on component, of which Mrs. Stauffer said, "These kids are just fascinated by this!" I was too!" The exhibit also included a pledge card stating they didn’t need to keep track of. “Th e kids are just fascinated by this!” Ms. Tucker told the students.

Another Woodlan teacher, Kelly Basham, an IPFW Practitioner with a time of 23:06. Drayson Wenzlick was 12th with a time of 25:29. Right behind him was Simeon Shepperd, who finished 3rd overall with a personal best of 27:43.

Taylor Farr was right on her time with a time of 14:04. Simeon Shepperd was 12th with a time of 14:17. Shawn Jackson was 16th with a time of 15:20. Gabe Klassen was 17th with a time of 15:23.44. Ashlyn Young was 18th with a time of 15:25.93. Right behind her was Sarah Nardone with a time of 15:31. Allison Housh was 3rd for the Panthers with a time of 15:29. Right behind her was Sarah Nardone with a time of 15:31. Allison Housh was 3rd for the Panthers with a time of 15:29. Right behind her was Sarah Nardone with a time of 15:31. Allison Housh was next for the Panthers with a personal best of 15:43.
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On September 19, Wayne Trace High School students and staff assembled at the beginning of the school day to acknowledge those students receiving academic awards. All GPAs were overall and receiving academic awards. Those students were not yet eligible for awards but were present for the assembly.

First honors students ended last year with an overall GPA of 3.67-4.0, second honors were between 3.3-3.66, and third honors were between 3.0-3.29.


On Wednesday, September 19, Wayne Trace High School students and staff assembled at the beginning of the school day to acknowledge those students receiving academic awards. All GPAs were overall and receiving academic awards. Those students were not yet eligible for awards but were present for the assembly.

First honors students ended last year with an overall GPA of 3.67-4.0, second honors were between 3.3-3.66, and third honors were between 3.0-3.29. Students receiving Academic Letters met the following criteria: 3.8 overall GPA at the end of their freshman year, 3.6 overall GPA at the end of their sophomore year, and a 3.4 overall GPA at the end of the junior year.
The Raiders didn’t quit. From the beginning the scores were game. The Aces have had a wonderful year this year, but...

Vince Buchanan's platform is straightforward and simple. He believes that by re-focusing on these basic principles, we can accomplish great things for all the community served by EACS.

- LISTEN WELL. He will reach out to all constituencies of communication among the board, parents, educators, staff and administration. He believes thatGrabill-Lee-Cedarvilleparents are uniquely qualified and advocate for their students' needs. Teachers, staff, andadministra-tion will be on the front lines in meeting those needs. He pledges to listen carefully to each and every critical constituencies in decisions that will shape our students' future.
- RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP. Your tax dollars need to be used effectively and strategically on student educational needs. EACS must not only maintain the amazing op-erations to keep educational standards high without un-necessary burdens on taxpayers. Vince will insist on budget transparency and allowing parents to be heard not only through thoughtful and pro-gressive board initiatives, but the superintendee's decision-making process.
- GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY. As your EACS Board of Education, our number one duty is to ensure that the superintendee is acting at the best interests of our commu-nity's educational needs. We must work diligently with the superintendent and ad-ministration to identify and account for scholastic shared goals, and will re-focus or eliminate those initiatives and expen-ditures that don't meet the best interests of the students, community and taxpayers.
- MEET THE EXCELLENT TOP TEACHERS AND STAFF. Ultimately, what happens in our schools is what matters most. EACS must attract top-tier teaching talent and foster an environ-ment where those teachers want to stay and build their careers. This philosophy should extend to EACS's support staff, who perform critically important behind-the-scenes roles with our students, maintain our facilities, and transport them from school to school to school events. Buchan will work with the administration to ensure that these support staff are hand-handled proactively, and that teachers and staff are treated with the same respect as students. Resources they need to be "best-in-class" educators.
- STAY OUT OF HEADQUARTERS. EACS's primary duty is to represent the vital inter-es-t of the Grabill-Lee-Cedarville community. Do nothing so that he also works diligently with his fellow board members to address diverse, district-wide needs, and to unify the district by al-ligning shared goals and values. Stronger schools mean grow-ing communities and greater opportunity for all. Vince will leverage his experience in the business community to make our schools a marvelous future.

The Scarlet Strutters Baton Corps of Northwest Ohio, Defiance, Ohio. Membership is open to each of these critical constituencies in decisions that will shape our students' future.

- RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP. Your tax dollars need to be used effectively and strategically on student educational needs. EACS must not only maintain the amazing operations to keep educational standards high without unnecessary burdens on taxpayers. Vince will insist on budget transparency and allowing parents to be heard not only through thoughtful and progressive board initiatives, but the superintendee's decision-making process.
- GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY. As your EACS Board of Education, our number one duty is to ensure that the superintendee is acting at the best interests of our community's educational needs. We must work diligently with the superintendent and administration to identify and account for scholastic shared goals, and will re-focus or eliminate those initiatives and expenditures that don't meet the best interests of the students, community and taxpayers.
- MEET THE EXCELLENT TOP TEACHERS AND STAFF. Ultimately, what happens in our schools is what matters most. EACS must attract top-tier teaching talent and foster an environment where those teachers want to stay and build their careers. This philosophy should extend to EACS's support staff, who perform critically important behind-the-scenes roles with our students, maintain our facilities, and transport them from school to school to school events. Buchan will work with the administration to ensure that these support staff are handled proactively, and that teachers and staff are treated with the same respect as students. Resources they need to be "best-in-class" educators.
- STAY OUT OF HEADQUARTERS. EACS's primary duty is to represent the vital interests of the Grabill-Lee-Cedarville community. Do nothing so that he also works diligently with his fellow board members to address diverse, district-wide needs, and to unify the district by aligning shared goals and values. Stronger schools mean growing communities and greater opportunity for all. Vince will leverage his experience in the business community to make our schools a marvelous future.
PUPPIES AT ANN’S BRIGHT BEGINNINGS:

Mrs. Laukhuf’s Preschool class at Payne Divine Mercy School is off to a great start. The class made a nature mobile and they are learning the letters L, F and E. They also brought in pictures of their pets. Shown here with cuddly Oliver is from left: Addison Hunt, Xander Kuckuck and Olivia Franklin. These children attend the afternoon class of four and young Mrs. Collins and Mrs. Miller.

DIVINE MERCY PRESCHOOLERS OFF TO A GREAT START!

Mrs. Laukhuf’s Preschool class at Payne Divine Mercy School is off to a great start. The class made a nature mobile and they are learning the letters L, F and E. They also brought in pictures of their pets. Shown here with cuddly Oliver is from left: Addison Hunt, Xander Kuckuck and Olivia Franklin. These children attend the afternoon class of four and young Mrs. Collins and Mrs. Miller.
On Tuesday, September 25, Woodlan took on South Adams in their home game, but it was for more than just the win. Woodlan quickly began their victory and senior Hannah Robbins and 24 points downed South Adams to seal the game the warriors celebrated.

By: Jeff Abbott

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) is advising motorists that there will be temporary lane restrictions on SR 14 and SR 37 in Whitley and Allen Counties next week.

Beginning Monday, October 1, INDOT maintenance crews began a pavement preservation process by fog sealing along SR 14, from SR 9 to West Hamilton Road in Whitley and Allen Counties. The eastbound lane of SR 14 will undergo work on Tuesday, October 2. When this stretch is complete, on Wednesday, October 3, crews will then begin fog sealing on SR 37 in Allen County, between I-469 and the western edge of the town of Harlan.

As work is in progress, the road will be restricted to single-lane traffic in alternating directions controlled by flaggers. This is a continuous-slow-moving operation. Drivers should also be aware of merging construction traffic. It is anticipated work will begin at approximately 8:00 a.m. local time and be complete by 5:00 p.m. each day, with all work being completed by the end of the day on Wednesday, October 3.

The areas to be fog sealed have already undergone a chip-seal process prior to the fog sealing. Chip seal consists of distributing a liquid asphalt emulsion on the roadway and covering the liquid asphalt with crushed stone to provide a new wearing surface. Chip sealing extends the life of a roadway by protecting it from moisture, ultraviolet degradation and any other exposures that could damage a roadway.

Pavement preservation methods employed by Indiana, chip sealing is perhaps the most cost-effective. Studies show that every $1 invested in chip seal operations saves $10 in road repairs.

Fog seal is being applied on top of the chip seal work. Fog seal is a light application of asphalt material that can lock in loose stone and help alleviate dust. An additional benefit is that it also creates a black surface, which makes pavement markings more visible for increased safety.

INDOT reminds drivers to use caution and consider worker safety when driving through a construction zone. For the latest news and information about INDOT, visit www.in.gov/indot. You can find traffic information at www.trafficIN.gov. Contact the Fort Wayne District toll free at 866-227-3555.

On Tuesday, September 25 Woodlan took on South Adams in volleyball. It’s hard to imagine this was last home game, but it was, for the team and the fans. The Starfires didn’t give much of a fight and Woodlan won in an easy three sets. Following the game the war athletes celebrated their victory and senior night with cake and lots of fun. Shown above is Warrior senior Kory Gerig spiking the ball, who also scored 12 kills and 4 assists.